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Worktime control: theoretical conceptualization, current empirical knowledge, and research agenda

Working hours play a crucial role in the life, health, and well-being of workers. Concerning irregular working hours, the recent Fifth European Working Conditions Survey (1) shows that night work is carried out by 19% and shift work by 17% of all workers in Europe. More than half of the total workforce works at least one day during the weekend and 21% works “on call”. The health effects of night and shift work have been a popular and important area of research within Scandinavian Journal of Work, Environment & Health (eg, 2–4), including new and interesting data and a consensus statement on shift work and breast cancer (5) published in this issue (5–8). As working times are becoming increasingly irregular and flexible, their associations with work–life balance, work satisfaction, mental health, and productivity are of growing interest.

Regarding worktime flexibility, the literature distinguishes between company-based and employee-oriented flexibility (9–13). The former refers to “the need of employers to extend, modify, or reduce work hours according to client or production needs” (10, p503). Shift work and mandatory overtime are well-known examples. Employee-oriented worktime flexibility refers to autonomy regarding working times with the aim of meeting employee needs (14). A similar construct is worktime control (WTC): “an employee’s perception of his/her possibilities to control the duration, position, and distribution of his/her working times” (10, p503). WTC refers to self-determination of worktime aspects such as starting and ending times of the work day, breaks, days off, vacations (9), and control over whether, when and how much to work overtime (15). The distinction between company-based and employee-oriented worktime flexibility is helpful but one must bear in mind that a clear distinction is not always possible: although scholars tend to present WTC as a form of employee-oriented flexibility, it may also be implemented to advance organizational needs, such as higher work motivation and productivity and lower absenteeism and turnover of valued employees (16).

Applications of worktime flexibility are by no means new phenomena. Company-based shift work has been a health issue in Europe since the end of the 19th century (17). WTC was pioneered at a German company in 1967, in the form of “gliding time” (cf. flextime). This early experiment resulted in favorable organizational outcomes and, from 1970 onwards, flextime spread in West-European countries (18). Yet, until the late 20th century, patterns of work schedules remained quite uniform, and work hours were still mainly determined by the employer with limited freedom on the part of employees (11, 18). During the 1990s, major trends towards enhanced employee-oriented WTC emerged. This was a reaction to the louder call for “healthy work” and the rising labor participation of women and associated challenges regarding successfully combining work and family (11).

In the 21st century, the trend towards more flexible worktime practices continues. Many organizations aim at flexible worktime arrangements that combine company-based and employee-oriented flexibility. An interesting example of a relatively new and intense flexible worktime intervention is self-scheduling, mostly applied in shift work settings. The employer defines the number of workers needed for several specific time units (eg, for each hour of each working day over a specific time period) and employees can then choose their own working hours by signing up for specific time units, thereby taking into account their personal preferences, worktime regulations, and the minimum number of work hours they have to work according to their contract. Another flexible worktime practice that has gained popularity
is “boundaryless work” – also known as “trust hours” (13) – which basically combines intensive employee WTC and spatial flexibility among white-collar workers. As a consequence, the traditional work day characterized by 8 hours of work, 8 hours of free time, and 8 hours of sleep, might be replaced by a different time structure in which work and private life are much more integrated. A well-known symptom of such integration is that many contemporary workers stay in contact with work during evenings, days off, weekends, and vacations, which is in some cases even expected by their employers.

Not only individual employers and employees are increasingly engaged in promoting employee WTC, also several European countries (eg, UK and Scandinavian countries) stimulate WTC by introducing national legislation that enables employees to request employee-oriented flexible working times (12). In The Netherlands, such legislation is currently proposed to be included in the Dutch Work Directive.

All in all, these efforts at multiple societal levels have led to a considerable prevalence of employee WTC in many European countries. A recent international survey among 27 000 European companies showed that 57% of all European companies applied some type of flextime arrangement. This marks a vast increase over the 48% in 2004 (19). WTC is most prominent in North-European companies: 60–80% of all companies within Finland, Denmark, Sweden, UK, and Germany indulge flextime. It is less pronounced in East Europe [circa 33%; (19)].

Against this background, the Scandinavian Journal of Work, Environment & Health decided to publish a thematic issue on WTC. The aim is to provide an overview of current scientific knowledge about the effects of WTC on employee- and organizational outcomes and advance knowledge on the effects of self-scheduling. In this editorial, we briefly summarize relevant theoretical and empirical insights regarding WTC. We also introduce a research agenda.

Theoretical insights and empirical findings on the effects of worktime control

Theoretical groundings for the assumed benefits of increased WTC for both employees and organizations stem from several motivational and occupational health theories. From the perspective of Effort–Recovery Theory (20), WTC can be assumed to promote a favorable balance between effort and recovery as it stimulates internal recovery opportunities, by means of control over breaks, and external recovery, as employees can adjust their working and recuperation time to their current need for recovery. Three other key occupational health theories [ie, Self-Determination Theory (21), the Job Characteristics Model (22), and the Job Demands-Control Model (23)] suggest that WTC – as a subdimension of general autonomy – may stimulate worker motivation, health, and performance, and may prevent stress, absenteeism, and turnover. WTC can influence these outcomes by means of at least two processes: (i) through the actual utilization of WTC and associated change in working times and related work characteristics; and (ii) the mere opportunity to self-determine working hours may stimulate favorable outcomes, irrespective of an actual change in working times (this could be called a “psychological process”). Finally, based on theories of work–home interaction (24), WTC can be expected to advance a better work–non-work balance (and thus prevent stress), as WTC enables the adjustment of working time to meet obligations, needs, and activities in private life.

Following such theoretical insights, Baltes and colleagues (16) decided to empirically substantiate whether flextime interventions indeed stimulate favorable organizational outcomes. In a meta-analysis of 27 intervention studies, these authors concluded that flextime (ie, employee control over starting and ending times of the work day) can have positive effects on organizational outcomes (ie, productivity, job satisfaction, absenteeism, and satisfaction with work schedule). However, differences in effect sizes were found, indicating that flextime is more likely to impact attendance (absenteeism) than directly impact worker effectiveness (productivity).
In the first contribution of this thematic issue, Nijp and colleagues (15) build upon this meta-analysis. They systematically review the scientific literature – published between 1995 and 2011 – on the association between the broad concept of WTC on the one hand (general as well as several specific aspects of WTC, eg, flextime and leave control) and employee- and organizational outcomes on the other. Their review shows that there is (moderately) strong evidence for a positive association between WTC and work–non-work balance. Moreover, there are indications for favorable associations with indicators of health, well-being, and job-related outcomes, but more longitudinal and intervention research is needed to draw definite conclusions about causal effects.

Contemporary knowledge on the effects of self-scheduling was discussed in a recent Cochrane review on flexible working conditions (12) and within the review by Nijp and colleagues (15). The scarce empirical research in this field provides mixed findings. In some studies, for some health-related outcomes, significant changes were found after the introduction of self-scheduling [eg, significant decrease in systolic blood pressure (25) and in tiredness during the night shift (26), and a favorable change in work–life balance and job satisfaction (27)]. For other outcomes or within other studies, no significant changes were reported after implementation of self-scheduling [eg, no significant changes in diastolic blood pressure and sleepiness (25), mental health (26), somatic symptoms (27), stress, work–family conflicts, and biomarkers of cardiovascular disease (28), or sleep (29)]. Based on these findings, the authors of both reviews cautiously conclude that the introduction of self-scheduling can have favorable effects, but more intervention research is urgently needed to understand fully the effects of different types of self-scheduling on distinct outcome categories (12, 15). The current thematic issue contains two studies on self-scheduling (30, 31) that present valuable new insights into the process factors behind self-scheduling and changes in work and well-being characteristics following the introduction of self-scheduling.

For now, it seems safe to conclude that WTC has the potential to enhance health, well-being, work–non-work balance, and organizational outcomes. Yet, experts emphasize many limitations of previous research and gaps in knowledge that need to be addressed to understand fully under what circumstances WTC interventions (eg, self-scheduling) will result in favorable employee and organizational outcomes.

A research agenda

Initiate research with proper designs: The majority of previous WTC studies applied a cross-sectional design (cf. 15). As the limitations of cross-sectional studies with respect to causal inferences are well-recognized, our first appeal is to conduct more well-designed intervention studies on WTC. The current popularity of WTC applications in organizations creates a window of opportunity for researchers to look into such natural experiments. Since methodological rigor stimulates more valid causal inferences, intervention research should build upon a proper study design (at least pre- and post-measurements of central study variables and comparison of experimental and control groups over time). As previous intervention research suggests that health and organizational effects of increased WTC may diminish over time (16), intervention studies should not only assess short-term effects (eg, 1–6 months after the intervention) but also evaluate longer-term impact.

As we encourage WTC researchers to apply an intervention design, we formulate five suggestions with respect to the content and focus of future WTC intervention research.

Assess whether there is a need for the intervention: Prior to any intervention, researchers should establish whether there is need for change. This needs-assessment should be twofold. First, one should assess whether pre-intervention levels of WTC, health, and/or well-being are low in absolute terms. In this regard, we advise to not merely apply a general assessment of available WTC but rather to examine the present level of multiple subdimensions of WTC [eg, control over starting and ending times of the
workday, overtime, days off, breaks, and the entire work schedule; cf. (11)]. Second, there should also be a pre-intervention assessment of the subjective individual need for higher levels of each subdimension of WTC, ie, regardless of the absolute level of WTC, researchers should assess whether employees are satisfied with the current level of WTC. If either of these assessments confirms a need for change, a WTC intervention is warranted.

Study the intervention content: For a valid understanding of the potential health and organizational effects after a WTC intervention, researchers must portray the precise content of the worktime control intervention (ie, describe what was planned and what actually happened). It is an illusion to believe that there is only one type of self-scheduling, flextime, or boundaryless work, and – as such – it is necessary to elucidate the specific characteristics of any intervention. This will help to establish what type of WTC intervention ascertains the most favorable effects.

Related to this, it is also crucial to examine whether the applied WTC intervention indeed elicits a change in WTC [ie, manipulation check: comparison of pre- and post measurements of WTC; cf. (26, 28, 29)]. After all: a specific WTC intervention can be theorized to stimulate WTC, but this may not be evident in practice [cf. program failure (32)]. For example, one of the studies of this special issue indeed shows that self-scheduling individuals reported only moderate average scores on WTC and that personal fit (ie, the association between preferred and actual work hours) was present but not large in magnitude (30).

Regarding the post-intervention assessment of WTC, we advise researchers also to assess to what extent employees actually use their possibilities to self-determine working times and consequently change their actual working times. This assessment may provide more insight into the mechanisms behind the potential association between WTC and health-related or organizational outcomes (ie, “actual usage and change in work hours” versus “the psychological effect of the mere availability of WTC”). Both processes include higher perceived autonomy over working times, but assessment of actual utilization of WTC may show which mechanism is more prominent. One could imagine that for some outcome variables (eg, work–non-work balance), actual utilization is most important, whereas for other outcome variables (eg, work motivation) having the possibility to change working times is sufficient to establish beneficial effects.

Assess the intervention process: Intervention effects are not only determined by the intervention content but also by the way it is implemented, designed, and managed (process-related factors; (33, 34)). Many previous intervention studies do not provide insight into process factors and therefore little is known on the implementation process, contextual factors, and the aim and rationale for interventions (12). Yet, ignored process factors may have an important influence on the effects of an intervention. For instance, employees’ attributions about the aim of a human resource practice (in this case: a WTC intervention) may be of great significance to employee attitudes towards the intervention (eg, in terms of resistance to change) and may partly determine organizational performance after the implementation (35). Future intervention research should therefore include information on process factors, such as: (i) the aim of the intervention and employees’ attributions of the aim; (ii) the steps that were undertaken to introduce the intervention; (iii) the level of organizational, supervisory, and employee support (or resistance) regarding the intervention; and (iv) whether supervisors and/or employees were trained to learn how to apply the new work method or related software, etcetera.

Knowledge about the content and process factors of a WTC intervention will help to establish not merely whether a WTC intervention is effective, but under what specific circumstances a specific WTC intervention is effective for which specific outcome variables (36).

Perform subgroup analyses: Only examining overall effects for all employees may obscure subgroup effects and may lead to an erroneously pessimistic conclusion about the effectiveness of WTC interven-
Favorable effects of an increase in WTC may be most (or even only) evident among workers who experience problems with their pre-intervention health or working hours (eg, the group with high need for WTC). It can be hypothesized that especially employees with relatively high obligations in private life (eg, parents of young children) and employees with a higher need for recovery (eg, some subgroups of older or chronically ill employees) may benefit most from increased WTC. In line with this, previous research found WTC to be mostly beneficial for women who combined fulltime employment with long domestic working hours (37–39). Regarding subgroup analyses, we also advise to elucidate the percentage of workers that experienced a change in WTC and compare these change groups with stable (low and high) WTC groups regarding indicators of well-being, health, and performance over time [cf. (40, 41)].

Avoid a biased focus on positive effects: Traditionally, occupational health research shows a biased focus on adverse consequences of work (42). It is encouraging to see that previous WTC research has focused on potential favorable outcomes. Yet, a caveat is in place: a one-sided focus on “only” positive effects may conceal that applications of WTC may also entail negative side-effects on psychosocial- and time-related work characteristics (36). For instance, self-scheduling can be hypothesized to result in a better work–non-work balance (as employees can adjust their working times to their responsibilities in private life), but it may also result in more “unhealthy work schedules”. The common organizational practice of “better pay for unhealthier work shifts” may stimulate some employees to prefer long sequences of night shifts or many weekends in a row. In this respect, it is good to learn that Garde et al (31) demonstrate that the implementation of self-scheduling did not compromise general recommendations for “healthy shift work design”. Nevertheless it is important that researchers pay attention to potential “unhealthy” choices and the role of related changes in pay level and financial incentives. Also, from a primary prevention point of view, self-scheduling software should be designed in such a way that unhealthy choices are prohibited.

In the paper by Ingre and colleagues (30) also other potential problems associated with self-scheduling are identified: (i) lower predictability and regularity in work hours that challenge successful integration of work and private life (especially if preferred rosters are not granted); (ii) competition and conflicts among colleagues for the “best shifts” (with the risk of less assertive employees always losing the battle), and (iii) well-established work teams being shattered by the new individualistic scheduling.

Anecdotal evidence shows that implementation of boundaryless work not only implies more WTC and spatial flexibility, but frequently also an emphasis on performance management and virtual contact possibilities. Specifically this combination of work characteristics may result in higher job demands and overtime work (13), less time for recovery, and more difficulties with psychological detachment from work. Spatial flexibility may also imply less optimal work ergonomics and a possible risk for musculoskeletal problems and repetitive strain injury among computer workers.

These examples emphasize the need for a balanced evaluation of potential positive and potential negative effects of WTC applications on the work environment and on health and performance.

Thematic issue
Considering the recommendations above, we believe that the topic of WTC and its many applications to be a fruitful ground for at least another decade of research. With the current thematic issue, we aspire to make a valuable contribution to the contemporary knowledge and literature. As such, this issue starts with a systematic review study on the association between WTC and employee as well as organizational outcomes (15), followed by two studies on the practice of self-scheduling (30, 31).

After reading this thematic issue, we hope that researchers will be inspired to initiate high quality research on the topic of WTC and working time in general, as this research will not only have a clear theoretical and empirical contribution, but may also help employees, employers, and organizations in practice.
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